
Installation Instructions:
VW Jetta Mk5
2005 - 2011
PSB 160 F
Front Wishbone Arm Front Bushing
OE Number: 1K0407182 / 5Q0407182
1.   Remove original bushing by pressing out or using 
      a blow torch. 
2.   Ensure outer metal casing of original rubber 
      bushing is removed, which can be done by 
      cutting with a hacksaw and knocking out with a chisel
3.   Clean housing with sand paper to remove sharp 
      edges, so as not to damage new bushing.
4.   Remove metal sleeve from new poly bushing.
5.   Lubricate inside and outside of poly bushing with 
      silicone lubricant
6.   Press two bushing halves into housing. (Rubber 
      hammer or by hand)
7.   Insert metal sleeve into bushings.
8.   The new bushing installation is now complete.

PSB 160
Front Wishbone Arm Rear Bushing
OE Number: 6Q0407183 / 6Q0407183A / 6Q0407183B 
/ 1K0406183E
1.   Remove original bush by knocking out with a 
      rubber mallet
2.   Clean housing with sand paper to remove sharp 
      edges, so as not to damage new bushing.
3.   Tap bushing into housing with rubber mallet. (Do 
      not attempt to remove the centre bushing as it 
      rotates inside the outer bushing).
4.   The new bushing installation is now complete.

PSB 711 
(19.5mm 20mm 20.5mm 21.5mm 22.5mm 23mm 23.5mm 
24mm)
Front Anti Roll / Sway Bar Bushing

PSB 706
Rear Trailing Arm Bushing
OE Number : 1K0505541D 
1.   Remove worn OE bushing by pressing out or using a  
      blow torch. 
2.   Ensure outer metal casing of original rubber bushing  
      is removed, which can be done by cutting with a      
      hacksaw and knocking out with a chisel
3.   Clean housing with sand paper to remove sharp  
      edges, so as not to damage new bushing.
4.   Remove metal sleeve from new poly bushing.
5.   Lubricate inside and outside of new poly bushing with  
      silicone lubricant.
6.   Press new bushing into the arm, ensure the most  
      tapered flange faces the arm when pressing in the  
      new poly bushing.
7.   Bench vice or mechanical press can be used
8.   Once the bushing is inserted. Tap the metal sleeve  
      into the bushing, using a rubber mallet.
9.   The new bushing installation is now complete.  

PSB 707 Kit (Installation instructions same as PSB 706)
Rear Upper Arm Bushing Kit
OE Number : 1K0505323N
Inner : ID 12mm / Outer : ID 14mm

PSB 708 Kit 
Rear Lower Arm Bushing Kit
OE Number : 1K0501529C
Inner : Large bush / Outer : Small bush
1.   Ensure OUTER METAL CASING of original rubber  
      bushing is NOT removed.
2.   Remove worn OE inner rubber bushing by using a   
      blow torch.
3.   Clean the inner part of the original outer metal  
      housing with sandpaper to remove any sharp edges  
      so as not to damage the new polyurethane bushing.
4.   Remove the metal sleeve from the the new 
      polyurethane bushing.
5.   Lubricate the inside and outside of the new poly  
      bushing with silicone lubricant.
6.   Press the new polyurethane bushing into the arm with   
      the most tapered flange entering first, using a rubber  
      mallet or mechanical press if necessary.
7.   The new bushing installation is complete.

PSB 709 (Installation instructions same as PSB 706)
Rear Strut Mount Arm - Inner Bushing
OE Number : 1K0505311AB
PSB 710 (Installation instructions same as PSB 706)
Rear Strut Mount Arm - Outer Bushing
OE Number : 1K0505553A
PSB 712
(18mm 18,5mm 19mm 19.5mm 20mm 20.5mm)
Rear Anti Roll / Sway Bar Bushing
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